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PREFACE.

IT is hoped that these little talcs may be of

some use to those who are trying to teach

Political Economy. I cannot let them go to

press without a word of apology to Miss

Martineau for my plagiarism of the idea,

which she made so popular thirty years ago,

of hiding the powder, Political Economy, in

the raspberry jam of a story.

Oft. 187-1.
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TALES
IN

POLITICAL ECONOMY.

i.

The Srimats.

Krec Iriule Protection of native industry.

I WAS spending a week in a country house a

short time.ago in winch there was also staying

an old sailor, Captain Adam. He told me some

wonderful stories of adventures he had had

when he was young ; and it occurred to me that

some of them might teach people a good deal

about political economy, if they would lake the

trouble to use their heads a little. The first

story that he told me I shall call a free-trade

story, because I think it gives a very good

example of what people gain by free trade, and

n
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shows also how it is that some people arc injured

through the introduction of free trade.

Captain Adam was once cr.uisjng in the Indian

ocean to the west of the island of Sumatra. Mis

object was to land on a small island inhabited

by the descendants of some of the first Dutch

settlers in Sumatra, and to set up a communica-

tion between them and A^Jicen for trading pur-

poses. The most remarkable tiling about the

people who inhabited this island was that they

had had no intercourse with any other people

for two hundred years. They were not depen-

dent on any other nation for food, clothing, or

machinery ; everything that they used they

made themselves
; they had no trade either

with Europe or with the other islands of the

archipelago. So far as getting any good from

mixing or trading with olher people was con-

cerned, they might as well have lived in the

moon.

Captain Adam found the Srimats, as they
were called, much more civilized than he had

expected. They were mild, gentle, and very
courteous to strangers ; they lived in houses
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neatly and carefully built
; they were com-

pletely and simply dressed
; they spoke a kind

of
fat&is of Dutch and Malay, in which Dutch

took the chief part : and they had an organised

system of government, which the whole tribe

regarded with great pride and veneration. This

government was very curious. It consisted of

a kind of council or parliament, which possessed

absolute power over the life and property of

every member of the tribe. There was nothing
1

so very strange in this
;
but the thing that

astonished Captain Adam was that no one but

the hereditary members of this council was

allowed to own the palm trees which yielded

the palm oil ; and In order to make their mono-

poly the more valuable, the council had ordained

that no Srimat should allow the light of the sun

to enter his dwelling. There was not a window

to be seen throughout the place. The doors

were hung with heavy double matting, through

which not a chink of light could pass. The

Srimats would certainly have died of suffoca-

tion had they not been graciously permitted

by their chiefs to take down the matting at

li 2
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night, and thus let some fresh air into the

darkened cells in which they were condemned

to live.

The object of the council in making this extra-

ordinary rule, was to secure a good market for

their palm oil, by making it necessary that it

should be burnt all through the clay. If they

had heard as much about free trade as we have

in England, they wovud have been able to prove

most effectually that to exclude the light of tlu

sun from Srimat dwellings was .simply to protcc
1

native industry. The council owned the pain

trees
; palm oil was made, by their rule abnu

the windows, a first necessary of life. Two
thirds of the Svhnats found their constant occu

pation in tending the trees and preparing thi

oil. In return for the oil which they neccssaril;

consumed, the Srimats gave to their chiefs th

best of everything that they possessed. The o

sometimes ran short ; then what competitio

and strife there was among the different familk

of the tribe to sec which could give the mo:

costly presents to the chiefs in exchange for th

sacred oil.



for the exchange of merchandize and agricul-

tural produce between the Srimats and the rest

of the world. One of the old chiefs, to whom
he broached the subject, pointed out, with much

gravity, that his project was impracticable.
" Two-thirds of our people," he said,

" are occu-

pied in our most important industry, the making
of palm oil

; the other third work hard to pro-

vide enough food and raiment for us all. We
can only just produce enough to maintain the

tribe in decency and comfort
;
we have no sur-

plus that we could exchange for the products of

other lauds."

"Your soil must be very fertile," replied

Captain Adam, "and your people very indus-

trious and very skilful workmen if one-third of

the tribe i.s able to produce all that is required

by the whole Srimat population."
"
Yes, yes ;

it is true," said the old man.

"We have much to be thankful for." And he

gazed upwards to the bad-smelling; palm-oil
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Limp, the emblem to him of all Unit wa?

sacred.

"
I have been thinking," said the Captain

"that you have much more to bo thankful foi

than you know of. Two-thirds of your people

spend their lives in manufacturing this oil. Give

me leave to put out all the lamps, and let my
men knock holes in the walls of every house in

the place ;
and yon will have two-thirds of yoni

people free to turn to the cultivation of spices,

rice, and coffee, which you could send away,

and receive in return agricultural implements,

English cutlery, calico, and other things which

yon never will be able to make, but which we

in England can make any quantity of.
1 '

The old chief frowned, and said very sternly,
" Knock holes in the walls of our houses 1 Allow

the sun to flood our market with his light I Gin

island would be ruined : our most important

industry would be destroyed in a day. We
should have 400 people, who now work- in the

palm plantations and in the oil presses, reduced

to beggary at one blowl"
" But consider for one moment," urged Captair



wmcn you couia an get lor noimng u only you
would have windows."

"The government is entrusted to the owners

of the palm plantations," said the chief. "Put

yourself in our place, and tell me if you would

throw 400 people out of employment for the

sake of a. sentimental preference for the light

of the sun over the light of the oil lamps. Call

our people together. Describe your scheme of

knocking holes in their walls and abandoning the

plantations, and they would tear you to pieces,

gcntlc^as^thcyjirc. It is easy for you to come

here and advise us to ruin our industry ;
if

we were so foolish as to take your advice we

should have to bear the punishment of our

folly, while you, when you saw the misery and

desolation you had caused, would be able to

liojatsail and leave us."

Captain Adam saw that the old man was too

angry to listen to him any more, -so ho went

away, first having obtained leave to come back

in uvo or three days with a scheme which he
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said would prevent all the disasters which UK

chief had predicted as sure to follow the aban-

donment of the palm plantations.

Captain Adam set to work to get this plan

into shape : the main feature of it was not to

abandon the plantations suddenly, but gradu-

ally to transfer the labour they now absorbed

to more profitable occupations. In two years

he calculated that the whole 400 people

now employed in the palm plantations might

be growing spices and coffee enough to form

a valuable export trade, and that at no time

during the process of transition should any of

the labourers be out of employment. They
were to be removed from the palm plantations

in companies of fifty at once
;
an eighth of the

entire population was at the same time to bo

permitted the privilege of having windows
;
and

in return for this favour the non-oil growers-

were to provide the cx-oiljgrowcrs with neccs-

sary food and clothing till the first crops of

coffee and spices could be sold, when the ex-

oil growers would be quite independent of the

help of their neighbours. Captain Adam was



owing to the great fertility of the land the tran-

sition_from the palm to the coflfcc plantations

could be carried out with very little difficulty.

A time was appointed for him to explain

his plan to the council of the chiefs. They

listened to him patiently till he came to the

part where he tried to make it clear that in two

years the palm plantations might be entirely

abandoned
;
and then they rose in great wrath,

and shouted .him down. A comparative calm

followed in a few minutes, when the old chief,

to whom he had first, broached the subject, rose

and said: "Your scheme would ruin us; the

palm plantations arc our own property ; you

propose to us that they should be abandoned,

and that we should submit to ruin and degra-

dation. Leave our calm and peaceful island

for ever: it was an evil clay that ever you set

foot in it."

Captain Adam blamed himself very much

for not having found out that the palm planla-
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tions were the private property of tlic council,

for he knew men too well to think they would

ever pass laws involving loss to themselves.

He tried to say something about compensation,

and about other crops being raised on the land

where the palm trees now stood
;
but they would

listen to nothing, and ordered him forthwith tc

leave the island. This order he was obliged tc

obey, but not before he had attempted tc

interest the general population, iu his scheme

His success wilh the people, however, was nol

greater than with the chiefs
;

lie tried to pul

the advantages of sunlight, good tools, ploughs

and scythes, and cheap clothing in as stvikmj.

a light as possible ;
he did his best to show UK

people that they would have all these goot

things in exchange for their unwholesome oil

But they only saw in his plan, the destruction o

the most important industry in the island, am

they joined heartily with their chiefs in driving

him to his ship.

He left the Svimats full of jyidignatLcm a

their folly, and as far as lie knows they an

still living in a pestilential atmosphere, tin
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darkness of which is feebly illumined by their

ill-smelling oil-lamps.

This story is an illustration of the fact that

when you have once got protection it is im-

possible to get rid of it without injuring the

people who have invested their capital and

labour in the protected industry. The case of

the Srimats was an extreme one. The foreign

competition with which the palm-oil industry

was threatened would have swept the palm-

owners out of the market in one day. The

sun not only offered a vastly superior article,

but he was ready to make a free gift of it to

all comers, What tradesman could compete

against such od^Js-? The existence of protec-

tion interests a number of people in its

maintenance, although its maintenance often

fatally impoverishes the entire community.

What protection really docs is to take away
labour and capital from those employments

where they would produce the greatest return,

in order to confine them to industries where

they arc comparatively uim^yKUUtjyc, Tlic

Srimats would have done the best thing possi-
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ble with their capital and labour if they ha

cultivated the spices, for which their land w;

particularly well suited. They threw away tl

advantages which nature had freely bestowc

upon them, and by one of the most extraord

nary cases of protection in the world imprisonc

their capital and labour in an industry where

was absolutely unproductive of wealth to then

selves or anyone else. And this in a modific

degree is wh.it happens in every case whei

a native industry is protected against foreig

competition. Home-grown beet-root fuigar, i

France, is protected against the compctitic

of West Indian cane sugar by a heavy impo

duty. If the duty were removed, West Iiulin

sugar would undersell the French sugar. Tl

effect of the duty is that all people who live i

France pay more clearly for their sugar tha

they otherwise would
;
and that a certain amoui

of French capital and labour is driven into a

industry in which it can only be made profi

able by taxing those who consume the con

modity produced by it. Nature gives mo:

help to the production of sugar in the We
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Indies than in France. Just as the sun was

ready to supply the Srimats gratuitously with

light, so the sun, the soil, and the climate, in

the West Indies, perform gratuitously a great

part of the work of producing sugar. This

free gift the French might profit by if they
j

would. But they say,
" No

;
we won't be

under such an obligation to nature, we will

not take from her more help than she can

give us in our own country." And so they

refuse the greater and accept the smaller gift ;

just as $hc Srimats refused to take their light

as a free gift from the sun, although the}' could

not have grown their palm trees without his

aid.



II.

The Shipwrecked Sailors.

Division of Iftljouv Kxclwwgc Avc IUXUIUHU expenditure M\

waste good for trade? Demand for commodiikH nut

demand for labour Demand nmt supply- -Compclition-

Vnhie and ]>riee Klemcnls of vnlc V'fee it rule --The ii

flucncc of incicnsc of [lopulalion on llic cost of fond---Tli

principle of diminishing; pioductlvcncsH of cxlrttclivc Indii 1

tries Increasing cosl of ayrlciiltmal proilntlH may lie ai

eompnnicd by a diminishing cosl of manufacturing

ON'CE Captain Adam and some twenty of th

passengers and crew of a sailing vessel wcr

shipwrecked on a small uninhabited island i

the Pacific. They were like Robinson Ciuso

in one respect, which was, that they were foi

lunate enough to be able to suvc a numbc
of things off the wreck, which they found t

be of immense value and comfort. They wcr

not able, like Robinson Crusoe, to go to thci

vessel before it broke up, and ransack it for th

most useful things they could find
; they t



was the owner of it, or, as it was more tersely

expressed by the sailors, "Findings is keepings."

The consequence of this rule was that there was

very soon a great deal of buying and selling in

the little community. Three men, for instance,

succeeded in hauling to the shore a case which

proved to contain twelve dozen pairs of boots

of various sixes. This bit of good luck made

them for a time quite the capitalists of the little

community. In exchange for the boots, which

were very sorely needed by their companions,

they obtained a share of the most useful things

that had been found. One man, who had found

a case of spirits, came and offered a bottle

of rum for a pair of boots. Another man

had found a box of carpenter's tools, and it so

happened that lie was quite unable to use them

to advantage, whereas one of the men who had

found the boots was a carpenter by trade, and
v

very much longed to possess the box of tools.

A harder bargain never was struck than between
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these two men. The carpenter began by offer-

ing ii pair of boots in exchange for the tools.

"Nay," said the other, "boots arc very well in

their way ;
but they tell me you have got seorcs

of 'cm
;
and I reckon I can get something

more than <v pair of boots for my tools. Besides,

I rather think I shall keep the tools myself.

I am not such a fool but what I can drive a

nail and use a saw almost as well as if I had

done nothing else all my life." They were not

able to come to any agreement, and the finder

of the tools so far got the best of it, that he

succeeded in getting a pair of boots from one

of the other men in exchange for the loan of

the saw for one day. By this time the little

colony were busy in making themselves small

wooden huts in which they slept, and where

they found shelter from storms. As the pro-

cess of building these huts went on, Green,

the man who had found the tools, discovered

that by lending them he could obtain cither

a share in what had been found by the others,

or an equivalent in the form of labour. "Lend
us the axe and mallet, old fellow," said one,
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"and I'll give you three dinners off the fish I

catch iu the morning;" or perhaps it was, "Lend

me the saw and plane to-day, and you shall

have half the number of planks th;it I am able

to make in the time."

It was not long before Green, and indeed

all the party, found that amateur carpenter-

ing is a very expensive process. One man

chopped his toe off with the axe when he

was trying to cut down a tree, and was laid

up for a month. The planks, that had been

sawn and planed by an apothecary's appren-

tice, might have deserved to be sent to a mu-

seum of curiosities
;

but they were certainly

not in their right place when he tried to make

them into a door and keep out the blasts

of a tropical hurricane. But the shipwrecked

sailors not only found that it was easier to cut

and bruise their own toes and fingers than to

convert the young palms into decent habitations
;

there was another, and perhaps a more serious

disadvantage attaching to their unskilful work.

Green often found when the tools were returned

to him that they had suffered almost as severely
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as those who had attempted to use them. T!

teeth of the saw were bent, the edge of the a:

was turned, the chisel was broken in half, at

almost as many imils were broken and bent, i

were knocked in in the wrong places, as we

driven home exactly on the -spot where UK

were wanted. These various misfortunes ma(

everybody see how much better things won

go on if the carpenter did all the cavpcntcrit

that was needed by the little colony. If tl

carpenter hired the tools of Green, Green won

lose nothing, for the carpenter could give hi

more for the loan of them than anyone els

because no one could make such good use i

them as the carpenter. The carpenter won!

also be a gainer, because he would then 1.

able to turn his skill in his trade to the be

account, and would get all his wants supplit

by his companions in return for the services 1

rendered to them. Finally, the entire colon

would gain by the carpenter having the use i

the tools; for instead of chopping off their toe

bruising their fingers, and spoiling the tool

with the worst possible result in the carpente
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ing line, they now saved their own skin, the

tools were not injured, their carpentering was

well done; and in return for the services of the

carpenter, every man and woman gave him a

share of what he or she was most skilful in

producing or most fortunate in finding. The

advantage everyone enjoyed from this division

of labour was apparent: the carpenter had no

need to leave his trade in order to go hunting or

fishing; he had very little skill in these pursuits,

and had sometimes been out all day without

bringing home enough for supper. Here was

folly and waste of time! If he had stayed at

home he could have finished Jack Coll'ms's hut,

and made a strong bench for Mrs. Collins ; while

Jack, who knows the ways of every bird that

flies and every fish that swims, -would bring

back enough game and fish to last all the next

day for himself, his wife, the carpenter, and

half-a-dozen others ;
and Mrs. Collins, the swift-

est of knitters, whose bench would h;tvc been

a strange production if she had made it herself,

would have made a pair of strong socks for the

carpenter in return for the bench. It was there-

C 2
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fore agreed on all hands tli.it everyone shcnil

Hud out what he or she could do best, ;md stic

to it. Jack Collins and two others were ab

to provide the whole company with as mu<

fish and game as they could cat. Mrs. Collii

was in great request in consequence of her sk-

in knitting, mending, and patching. One ma

who had been a blacksmith, found that the be

thing he could do was to melt clown all pice

of old iron, copper, and other mclals that we

washed up with the wreck, and convert the

into nails, saucepans, &c. He was also able

repair the damage done by the unskilful use

the carpenter's tools. Everyone, in fact, fou

that there was some way in which he or s

could be more useful than in others. Tlu

were two children, who were always hard

work collecting firewood for the blacksmith a

for cooking ;
and they also searched about

the shore for pieces of the wreck that had cc

per bolts in them, or any fragments of met

which the smith was not long- in converting ii

pots and pans.

There was one man who had been a p;iss<



as much at home as "a whale in a field of

clover." He was a man who had always acted

on the principle, that to have a new hat once

ji week, new lavender kid-gloves every day, in-

numerable suits of clothes, no one of which he

ever wore more than three times, to smoke the

most expensive cigars, to drink the rarest wines,

to eat the most costly meats, and consume

fruits and vegetables only when they were en-

tirely out of season, was good for trade. He

now found, however, that this way of encou-

raging trade was not appreciated by his com-

panions; he expected that the best of every-

thing on the island would be brought to him

for his acceptance, and that if he approved

it he would have the opportunity of buying it

and paying for it with a cheque drawn on a

New York banker. His disgust, when his

cheques were refused, and when the dainties

he coveted became the possession of those who

could give cither labour or other commodities
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in return, was amusing to witness. One
hunger overcame his

laziness, and he consen
to superintend the broiling of a quantity of fi

on condition that he was to share in the eat:
of the supper. The weather had been stori,
and

fishing had been difficult and very unpduchve for some time past; when therefore
large haul was made there was a great deal
rejoicing, and everyone promised himself a go,
supper. Great therefore was the wrath when
was found that Mr. Davies had left the fish c
the fire to broil while he went to sleep und
a tree, and that

consequently it was burnt .

a cinder.
Everybody was

cross, and no or
was less so when Mr. Davies excused hin
self by saying that burning fish was good fc
trade. He was quite prepared to argue th
point, and

turning to Collins and the othemenwhohad caught the
fish, he said

,

,
Yoi

fifish that ,s burnt, and have got all kind,
tag. ,

exchange for it; and now every .

body wants some more, and you will be abl
Se" hV'Ce " ""* d get twice as many
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things in return as you would if the first lot

had not been spoiled."
"
According to you

then, Davies," said the captain, "the best thing

for all of us would be to pitch half of what

we arc able to scrape together into the fire.

Collins would not have found any difficulty in

dispdsing of all the fish he caught to-day. The

only effect of your carelessness is, that every-

body will have to pay twice over for their sup-

per to-night, and consequently they will be less

able to pay for their dinners to-morrow than

they would otherwise have been. For instance,

the carpenter has been at work all day making

clothes'-pcgs for Mrs. Collins ;
he has made two

dozen
;

for one dozen he had bought his share

of the fish you have spoiled ;
now he will have

to give the other dozen with which he would

have been able to buy his dinner to-morrow.

So burning the fish has reduced his power of

buying what he wants by the value of what he

gave for his supper ;
and what is true of him

is true of everybody who had bought a share

in the food you spoiled. He is no better off

now than he would have been if he had only



madeadozen ''>stead of two dozen clo
so I think the less yot,

th,ngs being

Poo, Mr. Daviea was a lon& fa
could get over hia notion that the way to
everybody well off wasfol.

I

.mt J
and to eat as nu,ch as he

could,

e yde |for

He was only prevented a

a
.

o

'^

c

our fa

-

ready to supply commodities to the Hbo, ,m
exchange for those which his to ,

'"-eases, supp,y must ^^ "^an
instance_ ;r

ase at "> m
. mis. tolhns wants th.
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carpenter to make her a bedstead, she must

supply him with a whole suit of clothes
;

if her

demand increases, and she wants, besides the

bedstead, two chairs, she must supply him

not only with a suit of clothes, but with a

dozen pairs of knitted socks into the bargain.

It will be noticed, that if production increases,

demand also increases
; if, for example, Mrs.

Collins finds out a new way of knitting by

means of which she can make three pairs of

socks in the same time that she previously

employed to make two pairs, her power of

buying the products of other people's labour

is increased 50 per cent. Her demand for these

products therefore increases in consequence of

the increased productiveness of her own labour.

It accordingly happens that general prosperity

and an increased demand for commodities

nearly always go together; but the increased

demand is not the cause of the increased pros-

perity. On the contrary, the increase of pro-

duction gives those who benefit by it greater

power to purchase the products of other kinds

of labour
;

in other words, increased prosperity
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a greater denmnd

the S
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joicing. It was many months since anyone on

the island had tasted bread
;

for some time

after the shipwreck a plentiful supply of sailors'

biscuits had been washed ashore; but these

were now all finished, or if any more were

found on the beach they were HO sodden with

salt water that they were quite uneatable.

Everyone, therefore, looked forward very

eagerly to the time when the wheat would

be converted into loaves of bread. The fortu-

nate possessors of the small wheat-field spent

nearly all their time in looking after it. In

the dry season while the wheat was young,

they watered it
;
and when it was nearly ripe,

fearing it would be damaged by the violence

of a tropical storm, they erected a strong

bamboo fence all round it to protect it from

the wind. At last the precious grains were

ripe, and, after setting apart a due quantity for

seed, it was bartered away at an enormously

high value for the possessions and labour of

the other inhabitants of the little colony.

Everyone very much enjoyed his first bit of

bread
;
but there was no doubt that its flavour
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was improved by the circumstances under i

it was eaten. To tell the truth, it was

and coarse, and the general remark abc

soon was, not " How very nice the breai

but ''There's no doubt it will be much 1

next season." Nearly everyone had an of

of his own why the first crop was not a SIK

one suid it was watered too much when i

young; another said the bamboo fence

the sun off it when it was ripening; an

said the earth was not properly prepared,

result of all these differences of opinion

that about a dozen people laid by part c

wheat they had procured for their own e

resolving to use it as seed, and grow a ci

thetr own upon their own principles.

result was a great improvement, both i

quantity and quality of the wheat. Thosi

planted wheat the second season learnt b

experience of those who had planted it i

first season ; and not only was there a

four times as great, but the grain itseli

much better in size and quality. As tin

sons succeeded each other the growing of
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became one of the staple industries of the

islaml ;
and of course the more was produced

the more easy it was to obtain it
; that is to

say, those who did not grow it for themselves

could obtain it in exchange for a much smaller

quantity of labour or commodities of their

own manufacture than was possible after the

first harvest had been gathered in. If the

people on the island had carried on their ex-

changes by the means of money, we should

say that the price of wheat went down very

rapidly when a greater quantity was grown and

when improved methods of cultivation were

adopted. As, however, they did not use money,

but exchanged commodities for commodities,

we cannot speak of price declining' ; for price

means the value of anything measured in

money. But we can say that the value of the

wheat went down ; for value is measured by

the rate at which commodities exchange for

each other. Exchange: without the use of

money is called barter; and every schoolboy

is familiar with its practice, which he calls

"
chopping." When we say, therefore, that the
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declined, because the difficulty of obtaining it

became less. This decline in value was a very

good thing for the islanders, because it .showed

that they were able to provide themselves with

a staple of food at a smaller cost of labour

and self-denial.

When the trade of wheat-growing was firmly

established on the island a very important dis-

covery was made by some of the sailors, who

had contrived to manufacture a boat for fishing

purposes. In the course of one of their fishing

expeditions they landed on an adjacent island,

and as they had to wait there some time before

leaving, for the turn of the tide, they began to

look about them to sec if they could find any-

thing worth taking home. They were struck

by the appearance of some trees which grew

in this island in great numbers, but which they

had never seen in their own island. These

trees were from fifteen to twenty feet high, with

immense leaves of a beautiful sinning green.

Some of the leaves were ten feet long and

three feet broad ; in the midst of these leaves

rose large stems bearing clusters of fruit.
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Not knowing what these trees were, the sailo

were afraid to eat the fruit, but they pull*

some down, and wrapping it round with i

leaves, they retuvned to their own islati

When they showed it to the captain, he rcco

nized it directly as the fruit of one of the me

valuable kinds of plantain trees. Every pa

of this tree serves some useful purpose in pr

viding food and clothing for man. The fri

can be eaten either ripe or unripe: if it

gathered before it is ripe, it can be pecle

sliced, dried in the sun, and ground to a powde

prepared in this way an excellent flour

obtained, which serves all the purposes

wheat-flour. The ripe fruit is very good ra 1

and it may also be eaten boiled or roasted,

fried with butter. A very wholesome dri

is also made by soaking the fruit in wat

something after the manner in which malt

converted into beer. Wine can also be ma

by fermenting the juice of the fruit. The t

of the stalk boiled is a good vegetable ; a

the fibre of the leaves can be made into stro

cloth. It has been calculated that the foe
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producing power of the plantain is 133 times

greater than that of wheat. Its cultivation

requires very little labour; it is generally pro-

pagated by suckers, which attain their full

growth in about ten months after they are

planted ;
and they go on bearing for fifteen

or twenty years.

The case with which these trees could be cul-

tivated, and the number of purposes they were

capable of serving, made their discovery the

most important event that had taken place since

the shipwreck. Calling the whole of the com-

pany together, the captain explained to them

that they had now a new source of obtaining

both food and clothing ;
that no more labour

need be expended in the cultivation of corn
;

they would be able to provide themselves with

11 variety of excellent food free of all labour

except that of bringing the fruit from the place

where it grew to their own island ;
and he

added that they might confidently expect soon

to have plantain-trees round their own settle-

ment. A hearty cheer vosc from some of the

sailors when the captain finished
;

but he

v>
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noticed that the cheer was not universal, ant

looking round he saw that those who did no

join in the general rejoicing; were men who ha<

given the principal part of their time and lahou

to the cultivation of com. Some of tlie.se mci

had ripe crops now standing on the ground

which they had expected presently to be abl

to exchange for the clothing, fish, game, am
other articles procured by the labour of Uici

companions ; and it occurred to the captair

wlicn he saw their downcast faces, that tlier

would no longer be any demand for corn whe

bread could be obtained so much more easil;

from a plant, the cultivation of which had cos

no man cither toil or self-denial
; and that con

*1j. scqiicntly the discovery of the plantain-tree:

though adding so much to the general wcalt

and prosperity, would be attended by some rcr

suffering on the part of the men who had grow
wheat. Just as the captain was thinking of thi;

one of the principal corn-growers got up an

said :

"
I consider, sir, that we arc going on to

fast when we say that finding these trees :

such a wonderfully good thing for us all. I an
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niy mates have been slaving
1

away these three

years to make corn grow here, and at last we

have made it grow. Now, for the protection of

native industry, I say you oughtn't to flood our

market with food that costs next to nothing,

while the food we are able to produce has cost

us many \\ hard day's work, besides involving

an immense amount of risk and anxiety. It is

impossible our home-grown corn can compete

against these foreign plantains; we can't pro-

duce food in our own market with four times the

labour that it will take to bring the plantains

over in the boats. The corn-trade, the principal

industry we have, will be completely ruined, and

all those engaged in it will lose their ordinary

means of supplying their wants. I say, sir, that

it would be a much better thing for us to make

firewood of every plantain we can find than to

destroy the corn-trade, on which so much of our

prosperity has hitherto depended."

When he had finished speaking there was a

murmur of disapprobation from the majority j

but the corn-growers, and those dependent on

them, greeted what he said with clapping of

1) 2
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hands and other signs of approval. Every e>was now turned on the captain for a reply. J-]

said, "I am not going to deny, and I think n
one will deny, that those among us who hav
npe 'corn now in the market will not get i

exchange for it what they would have got i

these plantain-trees had not been found, an,
that the labour it has been

necessary to give t,
the cultivation of corn will be needed no longe,But that is not

everything that we ought tc
flunk of. We do. not live to labour, but w<
labour in order to live-that is, we labour tc

supply our wants. If our wants can be supplied
with a smaller amount of labour than we have
hitherto been compelled to give, it is so much
the better for us all. We can either labour less
and enjoy the same degree of comfort; or we
can labour as much as we did before and obtain
a larger number of comforts and gratifications.
Those who have up to this time given so manyweeks and months of labour to the cultivation
of corn complain that their labour is now
superseded. But this means, that what formerly't took many months of labour to procure can
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now be obtained as the result of a few hours'

exertion. The corn-growers, so far as they arc

corn-consumers, will profit as much as all the

rest of us in obtaining food as an almost free

gift, as it were, from nature
; ever}' mouthful of

bread which they cat in future will represent

only a hundredth part of the sacrifice of labour

and abstinence which was required to produce

the wh eaten bread. They will also share to the

full the advantage which the discovery of the

plantain-tree gives us in obtaining a new bever-

age, a much needed means of replenishing our

clothing, and in preparing a great variety of

vegetable food. It is true they will not obtain as

much as they expected for their standing crops.

But they will obtain something, and the in-

creased wealth with which these plantain-trees

have suddenly endowed us will enable us to give

more in exchange for what we want than we

could otherwise have done. There is no fear

that our home-grown wheat will be wasted. As

the demand for bread has been satisfied in a

cheaper market, let me recommend, those who

arc the possessors of wheat to try if they can-
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saved in other employments will be most pro-

fitably occupied in weaving, and first of all

in manufacturing the necessary apparatus for

weaving,"

When the captain had finished, the corn-

growers still looked very glum. Their loss on

their standing crops they thought was certain,

and their profits to be made out of brewing and

weaving were at present only castles in the air.

They soon found, however, that their grumb-

ling was no good ; there was no chance o

inducing their companions to endure unneces-

sary privations in order, artificially, to create a,

market for their wheat
;

if they had the power,

no doubt they would have passed a law, like the

Knglish corn laws, and similar in principle to all

measures for the protection of native industry,

to prevent the introduction into their island of

all food that could be procured at a less cost

than the food grown at home. They would

have liked to put an import duty on the

plantains, so as to raise their price above the

price of the home-grown corn
;

then native

industry would be protected and foreign
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competition effectually excluded. Fortunately,

however, they had no power to prevent their

neighbours from .supplying their wants at the

lowest possible cost : i.e., at the least possible

sacrifice of labour and self-denial. They were,

therefore, compelled to endure what they could

not cure. It was impossible for them to deny
that the new flour made very good bread, or

that the other dishes that were made from

the plantain-fruit formed a very pleasant

variety in their fare. Some of them began to

prepare their wheat for the brewing process

which the captain had recommended
;
but they

did this with the air of those who considered'

themselves very hardly treated. Some of them

said they didn't believe it was possible to make
malt of anything but barley, and they there-

fore exchanged their wheat for anything they
could get for it. Meanwhile, they began to work

at preparing the plantain-fibre for weaving,
and before long they succeeded in producing a

coarse, but very strong and useful cloth, which

they disposed of to their neighbours in exchange
for the products of other industry. In less
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than a year there was not one of the former

corn-growers who did not confess, if not to his

neighbours, at least to himself, that he h;ul been

a great gainer by the discovery of the plantain-

trees. The degree of comfort, and even luxury,

possessed by everyone on the island had in-

creased fourfold in consequence of finding these

friendly trees. Food was now secured to every

one almost free of cost
;

the greater part of

the labour that it was formerly necessary to

give to obtain daily bread was now set free,

and it found new employment in those in-

dustries that added to the comfort and enjoy-

ment of life. The growing of. wheat was not

given up ;
the brewing was very successful, and,

as may be imagined, the beer exchanged at a

very high rate of value for other commodities.

The wheat- fields, therefore, became as profit-

able as ever. The brewers were a little jealous

at first of the favour with which the plantain-

beer and plantain-wine were received
;

but

they gradually learnt that they did not profit

by the poverty, but by the prosperity of their

neighbours : every discovery or invention that
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made the community richer made each or
among them easier in his circumstances : eac
one had more time to devote to other kin*
of

industry! there was, consequently, a greatc
supply of

commodities, and those who possesses"S '"CreaSed Sl'Pply were a ' ious '
clispos,of what they did not require for their ow,

consumption; that is to say, the increase'
supply led to an increased demand. Hence
the brewers and all the other producers of com.
mod-t.es found that the better off their neigh-bours were the brisker was the general clemL
f

commod,t,es,and the greater was the number
of exchanges effected.

Some years passed away, and the little colonymade rapid progress, not only in riches and in-dustml
skill, but also in numbers. There we-veral families of young children who had beenborn smce the

shipwreck, and who were

tl,m , , j ,

"
'

'* Was fownd > that although
ley

.

had lost tw of their comrades by deatthe .slanders had increased in numbers from
twe-y-three to

fifty. It is ^
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that at the cud of the ton years, about twice a.s

much food was needed to satisfy daily wants as

was required immediately after the shipwreck.

It is true that they found food much easier to

obtain than they had at first If there were

more mouths to feed, there were also more

hands to work
;
and they had besides had lime

to find out the best and most profitable way of

working. Nevertheless, one result of the in-

creased number of mouths to feed was that

food had to be obtained at a proportionately

increased sacrifice of time and labour. At first,

for instance, the .skilful fisherman only went to

those pools where the fish were most abundant;

and from these, in favourable weather, he could

catch enough in a few hours to feed everyone

on the island
;
but now these pools were not

such good fishing-ground as they used to be
;
the

stock of fish there had become to a great ex-

tent exhausted ;
and it was necessary, when fish

were needed, cither to fish for a greater number

of hours in these favourite old pools, or to make

long and perhaps dangerous journeys to distant

fisheries, where the labour of the fisherman was
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more
abundantly rewarded than it no'Tw^T

the old and
easily accessible pools. The fi.

that were brought home as the result of the!
chstant fishing excursions exchanged for othi
commodities in proportion to the labour endure
nd clanger incurred by those who procure
hen, For instance, the carpenter at the end c
'he ten years had to give a greater value of th

ancles
he

produced, in exchange for a meal o
fish, than he had when first he began to live b,h,s

carpentering. The danger and
difficulty o

fishmg had increased
; there was no danger h:

IPIlfAI-'c- i,.,.!. _ . I I. .. ..

d by the adoption of various means o,
labour, and by improvements in the tools

Therefore, at the end of the ten years, the pro-

Sour : r
carter

'

s and tiie M
a a T- ,T

" a different ProP rti " to
that at wh,ch they had

exchanged at first. Thec work had become ]ess cost.y ; thefeh had become more
costly; so ^ ^-ount of fish which the carpLercou,;,!::

obtain n
exchange for half-a-doZen washer--omen,

clothes-pegs, or a couple of
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handles, he could not now purchase, except by

offering what had cost him twice as much

labour such as a child's stool, or a pair of oars.

The same difference in relative value occurred in

other industries. Speaking generally, all the food-

producing
1

industries became more and more

costly ;
that is to say, to obtain a given amount

of food, it became necessary to give a greater

amount of labour and sacrifice, and in some

cases to incur a greater amount of danger ;

whereas in the manufacturing industries cost

C'ithcr remained stationary or was actually re-

duced. In a given Dumber of hours of labour, the

carpenter, for instance, produced as much now

as he did ten years ago ;
in a given number of

hours of labour, those who wove the plantain-

fibre into cloth, produced half as much again as

they did when they first applied themselves to

the work. This resulted from the improved

appliances which they now brought to their in-

dustry, and also to the greater skill with which

the fibre was'prcparcd for weaving. Fishing was

not the only trade that had become less pro-

ductive in proportion to the amount of labour
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expended upon it ;
in a Ic.ss degree

increase of cost had affected the v

staple product of the island, the pi

first, when the plantains were disc

islanders only used the fruit of thos

were in the most convenient situnt

dtd not row ten miles for their pin

when they could find an equally pix

by rowing five- They did not U'oub

the smaller fruits, when they cou

baskets so much more quickly b;

only the larger specimens, tty av

ever, they found that ihe nearest plan

beginning to be less productive; t

the men whose business it was to

tains went further away* hi search of

tions, and those who remained filled

with the smaller fruit, which at fi

been worth the trouble of gathering
1

.

fears were felt by the islanders th<i

using up tlicfr stock of food too

that precautions should be taken t

scarcity in future years. Then a k

ground in the most favourable s
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cleared, and plantain suckers were: put in, to

form a new plantation. Afterwards the same

process was repeated on a piece of ground less

favourably situated
;
and so it happened that the

amount of labour necessary to procure a certain

quantity of plantains steadily and necessarily

increased. And as the labour of procuring food

increased, whilst the labour of producing manu-

factured commodities cither remained stationary

or was reduced, the exchange value of food com-

pared with manufactured articles steadily in-

creased. It is no doubt true that the cost of

obtaining food would have tended to increase, if

the numbers of the colony had remained the

same. They would still have gathered their

plantains at first in those places where they

could be found with least trouble, and as these

best places began to be used up they would find

that the same amount: of food could only be

obtained through a greater amount of labour

than was at first necessary. In fishing, they

would have gone first to the nearest and fullest

pools ;
and it is probable that by degrees they

would find that they must cither fish for a
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greater number of hours, or move to mor

distant fisheries, if they wished to obtain a

much as they did at first. It is evident, how

ever, that this diminishing productiveness o

food-producing industries (and of all "cxtrnc

tive" industries, under which term arc mcludcc

agriculture, mining, and fishing) is made mncl

more vapid than it otherwise would be by ni

increasing population. Another tiling was ob

served by those whose business it was to brinj

to the island a sufficient supply of plantains

Doubling the amount of labour engaged it

gathering the plantains did not even at firs

double the quantity of fruit they were able t(

bring home. At first, five men were able in tw(

hours to gather as many plantains as would fil

their boat. But they could not in four hour:

gather enough to fill two boats. Because, in tin

first two hours, they would gather the largest

and those that were most easily reached. In th<

second two hours, they had to gather smallc;

specimens, and those that grew in places where

they were not so quickly reached. If you too)'

four boys to a cherry -tree, and told them thc>
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might have as many cherries as they could

gather in twenty minutes, they would get in

that time many more than four other boys who

were allowed to attack the tree afterwards for

the same time and on the same conditions. The

first party of boys would gather all the cherries

that could be most; easily and quickly reached
;

the second party would have to climb to the

topmost branches and strip off every tiny fruit.

So it was with our islanders and their plantains :

every succeeding year an additional quantity of

food was required, and it had to be procured at

a constantly increasing cost of labour. It may

perhaps be thought that as the labour necessary

to supply a given quantity of the plantain fruit

steadily increased, and thereby increased the

cost of obtaining food, therefore the cost of ob-

taining clothing must also have increased, as the

cloth used on the island was made of the plan-

tain fibre. It is true that the cost of the fibre

did increase, for the same reason, that the cost

of the fruit increased; but the cost of the cloth,

that is, the number of hours of labour necessary

from first to last to produce a pvccc of clotU, was

E
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actually reduced. Only a very small part of Ll

labour necessary to make the cloth consisted

bringing the fibre from the place where it grc

to the place where it was manufactured
;
nin

teen-twentieths of the labour required to pr

ducc cloth was engaged in preparing the rn

fibre, and in weaving it after this prcparato

process was complete. A few years' expcricn

in these manufacturing industries caused such ;

improvement in the implements used, and in ti

skill with which they were handled, that althouj

the labour of procuring the raw fibre had i

creased, the total labour of producing a pic

of cloth had very much diminished, and i

exchange value was therefore proportionate

reduced.

There is nothing more about the litt

colony that I can remember, except that aft

being on the island for twenty years, they we

visited by H.M.S. Leo, the captain of whi<

offered to take away half the colony in li

vessel, and to send for the other half in a fe

months. Only twelve of them, however, wishc

to leave at all. The others thanked the captai
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but said they didn't wish to leave their island

and begin life over again on the other side of

the world. The visit of the ship, however, was

a splendid thing for the colony, for the captain

gave them a number of things which they could

not otherwise have procured. Amongst these

were two guns, powder, and shot, a quantity of

old iron, a case of books, writing-paper, pens

and ink
;
and last, but most important of all,

two pigs, two goats, two sheep, and sonic fowls.

Captain Adam was one of the twelve who went

away in the Leo. He brought letters to England

to the relations of those who were left on the

island. When I saw him he was thinking of

going back to it himself to end his life there
;

he says he has never felt quite at home

since he left it; he thinks that if he took out

with him machinery and tools, and a few

skilled artisans, the island might soon become

one of the richest and most flourishing settle-

ments in the world.

E 2
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III.

Isle Pleasant.

Money is a universal measure of value, and medium of e

The convenience of using money instead of mol<

changes by barter The substance used as money

possess four qualities : it should be valuable in it

value should as fai ns possible be steady, it should

great vaKve in small bi\lk, and it should be callable <

sub-divided, without reducing its value Credit The

credit on prices- -The elasticity which various forms <

give to the currency teitds to check fluctuations ii

caused by active or slack trade The influence of n

promoting division of labour Shops.

SOME years after the last chapter was wr

had some letters from Captain Adam, date*

Isle Pleasant, the name that had been gi

the settlement He had carried out his p

returning to the island, taking with htm a <

engine, some spinning-jennies, and loor

weaving, besides a large collection of boot

lery, and other articles. He was accomj

by two engineers, and by six Lancashire i
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women. Captain Adam was very confident that

the latter would be able to produce a cloth from

the plantain fibre very superior to any that had

been made with the rough machinery and un-

skilled labour of the first inhabitants of Isle

Pleasant
;
and he also was very certain that the

engineers would be very valuable additions to

the community. On arriving
1

at the island lie

found that great progress had been made in a

variety of ways during his absence. The most

striking change that had been made was the in-

troduction of the use of money. As the way
in which it had been introduced was rather

curious, it shall be described.

The Pleasant people, as they liked to call

themselves, had long been grumbling at the in-

convenience of carrying out a great number of

exchanges by means of barter; the man who

had a basket of plantains to dispose of, and who

wished to obtain in exchange a knitted jersey,

would find perhaps that Mrs. Collins, the woman

who was the best hand at making these jerseys,

had more plantains already in stock than she

expected to want for the next four months, and
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that
although she would be quite willing to gia jersey

^exchange
for an

ironing-board J
washtub, she would not give anything atallfoan

unnecessary addition to her stock of plNow , they used money, t,,is inco en
-ou, be conlplete,y avoided; the raan
ad the plantains would sell them for moneyto whoever happened to want them;

buy the
jersey that he wished

couid

:
hm * ^ ^

and buy her iroal
. There was a great deal of talk aboutthe nconvemence of

having 110 mon to

'

Pu-hases with, and two or three

y grew in distant Places, and they
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itself was wholesome and nutritious. They had,

therefore, the two necessary elements of value,

i.e. they were useful in themselves, and there

was some difficulty in obtaining them
;

and

every substance used as money must have

these qualities, for it is obvious tliat people will

not exchange away products which have cost

them labour and self-denial to obtain in return

a substance which can be obtained without

effort, or which serves no useful purpose. IJut,

although the cocoa-nuts possessed one quality,
"
intrinsic value," which made it possible to

use them as money for the purpose of carrying

on all exchanges, in two other qualities which

should characterize the substance used as money

they were found wanting, to a degree that soon

led to the abandonment of the idea that they

could be used as money. In the first place,

although they had considerable intrinsic value,

this value varied very much from time to time.

Their value in use was pretty constant, but the

difficulty of obtaining them varied exceedingly:

at one time, nearly all the cocoa-nuts fit for

use would be consumed; those remaining on the
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trees would be unripe, then the value of the few

that were fit Cor use would rise immensely. At

smother time, a luirricanc would blow down a

dozen of the trees, and their fruit could then be

picked up with much less labour than when it

was necessary to climb to the top of the trees

to get them. This would cause the value of

the nuts rapidly to decline for a time, when,

perhaps, some other accident would again make

their value as rapidly vise. These variations in

value led to very unpleasant consequences ;
for

instance, Collins, perhaps, would want to buy

a bedstead of the carpenter, and agree to give

him a certain number of cocoa-nuts for it when

it was finished. It took a mouth to finish, and

during
1

that time cocoa-nuts, instead of bcni^

plentiful and easy to obtain, had become very

scarce, owing to the trees having been attacked

by monkeys, who had carried off two-thirds of the

nuts. Collins, therefore, found at the end of the

month that it was very difficult for him to carry

out his part of the bargain, and that he could

| ?[;
|

only obtain the cocoa-nuts with which he had

;, i
to make his payment by twice the amount of
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labour and trouble that they had cost a month

before
;
he therefore had in reality to give twice

as much for his bedstead as he had agreed to

do when the bargain was struck. But besides

the inconvenience arising from their frequent

variations in value, the cocoa-nuts were ex-

tremely nnsuited to be used as money in another

respect. Suppose that a cocoa-mi t represents

tire value of a shilling, and Mrs. Collins is

going out to make purchases of her different

neighbours. She wants several yards of plantain

cloth, some books for her children, some reels of

plantain thread, a .strong wooden-box, a set of

tea-cups and some mugs (I forgot to say that

the 1'lcasant people had set up a very good

pottery), and some pots and pans from the smith.

Altogether her purchases conic to the value of

5/. To pay this sum she would have to take

with her 100 cocoa-nuts. Fancy a lady going

out to pay her bills with a bag of 100 cocoa-

nuts on her back 1 The bulk of cocoa-nuts in

proportion to their value was so great that it

formed the strongest possible objection to their

use as the universal medium of exchange ;
but
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their
unsuitability was made evident in anoei

way
If Mrs. Collins sent her little girl to buy c

reel of thread, price id., she would have to
g:

-rVth part of a cocoa-nut in exchange for it N,
every part of a cocoa-nut has some value a
as the value of every part, except the shell,' g<
less from the time the shell is opened, it w
very difficult to use the nuts to make small pa
ments. If a cocoa-nut were divided into tweb
equally valuable parts, every one of these e-

cept the
shell, would be less valuable a'd,

after ,t was opened than w,,en flnt .,. ^
d.v.ded, because the pieces exposed to the a
would become first dry and chippy, alld the
Pos.t,vely bad. All these inconveniences wer
3o great, that .the Pleasanters determined the
would go on with their old plan of maW the|

exchanges by barter, until they could find som,
substance which would be more suitable to us,
as money than the cocoa-nuts. About this tim,
fortune was once more their friend. One day a

young ,ad, who was a splendid swimmer, was
d' on a side of the island where the coast was
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steep and rocky, when he discovered a largo

chest, which had apparently been long under

water, firmly fixed between two rocks. He tried

to move it, but without success
;
he then told his

discovery to several other boys, who were as

good .swimmers as himself, and they went to-

gether with a strong rope, which they managed

to pass round the chest, and while those above

pulled at the rope, those who were in the water

did their best to get it out of the nook where it

was so firmly wedged in
j

but all their efforts

were unsuccessful, and they were obliged to re-

turn home without their prize. On reaching

the settlement, they told their friends what they

had been doing, and on the next day a party of

about fivc-and-twcnty men and boys started off,

armed with ropes, crowbars, and axes; for they

were determined that, if they could not bring the

chest ashore, they would break it up, and bring
1

its contents, whatever they were, to dry land.

They agreed that the contents should, if worth

anything, be shared among
1

the members of the

party : the boy who first found the chest was to

have a double share, and those who had been
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with him on the second day's expedition were

to have a share and a half. After a great deal

of hard work, in which those on shore gave a

long pull, a strong pull, and a pull altogether,

many times without result, whilst the divers

shoved and pushed below, the chest suddenly

lunged over, and as it moved the bottom fell

out, and a bright stream of gold and silver

money spread itself out on the rocks. Up went

the divers to tell the news, each one carrying a

handful of coin as a specimen of the spoil.

Great was the joy of the whole party on hearing

what had been found. Two of the number, who
_

were chosen by general consent, because they

were thoroughly good fellows who would be sure

to see fair-play done to everyone, were made the

guardians of the store ; they took charge of it

till every gold piece had been brought to land
;

and then they counted it, and divided it into the

shares that had been previously agreed to. The

coins were English, and there were some of nearly

every description; altogether the amount brought

to land came to 7,450/. There were twenty-five

of the party, one of whom was to have two
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shares, and eight of whom were to have a share

and a half
;
the whole sum was, therefore, divided

into thirty equal lots of 248/. 6s. 8rf. each. The

boy who first discovered the chest took two of

these slmrcs, or 49<5/. 13$. 4</. The eight boys

who worked with him on the second day, each

took a share and a half, or 3727. ios., and the

sixteen who remained took one share each, of

248/. 6s. %d.

When they returned to their companions, the

rejoicing at the discovery that had been made

was universal. The want of money for carrying

on exchanges had long been felt, and the coin

was therefore much more valued than it would

have been if it had been found when the trade

of the islanders with each other was so limited

that it could be conducted by barter without

inconvenience. It may perhaps be thought that

the discovery of the gold and silver was of no

benefit to the islanders in general, but only to

those among them who were so fortunate as to

be its actual finders. It soon, however, became

evident that those who had found the money

profited by their discovery exactly in proper-
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tion as they parted with it, It was of no si

vice at all to them if they shut it up in a b<

or hid it in the earth
;

it was useful only wli

they parted with it to their companions for t

meat, clothing, and other articles produced

them. By this natural process, brought abo

by the desire of those who had money to b

with it the result of the labour of others, a;

the desire of those who had no money to pi

cure it by offering commodities or services I

it, a general distribution of the gold and sil\

which had been found was in a few mont

made among the whole of the inhabitants

Isle Pleasant. At first, before this distributi

was effected, and while the money was in t

hands of a few, the price obtained for artlc!

was exceedingly high. Some of the finders

the money were so foolish as to leave off woi

ing, and as they were obliged to obtain fo

and clothing by some means or other, lar

prices for these necessaries were extracted frc

them. A man who had done nothing to obtn

a dinner for himself would give a sovereign

share in the meal prepared by his neighboi
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rntlicrtlian remain hungry when he had a bag full

of gold. Gradually, however, as the money be-

came more evenly distributed, the relative prices

of things settled down into correspondence with

their real value. Thus in the old days of bar-

ter, a pair of oars, which represented one day's

work of the carpenter, would exchange for twice

as much plantain bread as a wooden bowl which

only cost the carpenter half a day's work ; the

value of the pair of oars was, therefore, twice

that of the wooden bowl. And now that money
was in general use, the price of the oars was

double that of the bowl, What the scale of

prices actually should be was controlled by
three things: ist, by the amount of money in

circulation
\ sdly, by the quantity of things that

were bought and sold for money; and 3dly, by
tlic number of times commodities \vere bought

and sold before they were used. It is evident

that the amount of money in circulation must

have an influence on general prices. Suppose

that the same number of people arc receiving

wages, that the same quantity of commodities

are bought and sold the same number of times,
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and that the money used for paying wages n

buying commodities is suddenly doubled, is

not evident that under these clreamstan

prices and wages would go up, or, in ot!

words, that the purchasing power of moi

would go down ? When the islanders tried

use cocoa-nuts for money, this fact was perfcc

well understood. Anything that made coc

nuts more plentiful, lowered their value and tl

purchasing power ;
the average of general pri

was controlled by the supply of the ctrculat

medium. In the island the supply of moi

could not be increased
;
no more cliscovcric:

chests of gold and silver wore made. But

trade and commerce of the island steadily

creased, more commodities were produced, i

bought and sold
;
and as the trade of the cc

munity became more complex, these comrm

tics were bought and sold a greater numbe;

times before they were consumed. These circi

stances caused a corresponding increase in

value of money, or, in other words, a correspo

ing decline in general prices. The numbei

uses for money was extended
;
the numbe
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times each individual hud occasion ID employ

money became greater ; therefore the demand

for money increased, but the supply remained

fixed and stationary ;
it was thus inevitable

that its exchange value should be increased.

The trade of Isle Pleasant therefore presented

the spectacle of steady growth, of a continual

increase in wealth and prosperity, together with

a correspondingly steady decline in general

prices. Tins is no exceptional phenomenon.

The same tendency for an increasing trade to

produce a decline in prices exists in all countries,

but it is counteracted by the circumstance that

the supply of money and of the substitutes for

money is capable of being increased in a degree

corresponding, or even more than correspond-

ing, with the increased use for money caused

by commercial development. Thus in Kngland
the immense growth of trade since the repeal

of the corn laws and the development of the

railway system (1846 50), has been accom-

panied by a rise in general prices varying, ac-

cording to different authorities, from 15 to 25

per cent. Hut this would not have been pos-

K
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sible if it had not been thai, owing to lh<

great gold discoveries in Australia anil Cali-

fornia (in 1848 52), the annual yield of golc

was suddenly increased from about 8,000,000;

to 27,000,0007. ;
and in one year (1856) it cvin

rose to more than 32,ooo,ooo/. If the develop

nient of trade had taken place without an;

increase in the supply of gold, prices must vei;

materially have declined ;
on the other hand, i

tra.dc had been .stationary during this suddci

nuilliplication of the annual production of golc

there must have been a very rapid rise in gene

ra\ prices. In Isle Pleasant, as we have seer

the -supply of money was absolutely limilct

and therefore cacfi increase in the number c

trading transactions caused the value of monc

to rise and prices to fall. Six months after ih

money \vas discovered, the islanders transacts

a certain amount of buying and selling, a cci

tain number of people were receiving wage:

and for these purposes they used their 7,450

Ten years afterwards twice as many pcopi

were receiving wngcs, three times as many coir

moditics were produced and bought and soli
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The amount of money used to cany on this

great increase of trade was exactly tlie same,

7,45 o/. Hence it is evident that the amount

of money used m each transaction must have

declined, or, in other words, prices and wages

must have gone down. At the same time

population increased
;
so there were not merely

a larger number of trading transactions to be

performed with the same amount of money ;

there were also a larger number of people

among whom this fixed amount of money was

distributed. Not only therefore did less money

change hands cvury time any particular pur-

chase was made, but the aggregate of money

possessed by each Individual was, on the aver-

age, reduced; at the same time it must be

remembered that this decline in prices, wages,

and in property in money, was not merely ac-

companied by, but was caused by the growth

of Isle Pleasant in real riches and prosperity.

It was pointed out that when the islanders

attempted to make use of cocoa-nuts as money,

great inconvenience was caused by their fre-

quent and sudden variations in value. A man

l- 2
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who had promised to pay a debt in a hundred

cocoa-nuts in six months' time would perhaps

find that, owing to the destruction of the nuts

by monkeys, or to the discovery of an addi-

tional number of the trees, the difficulty of

obtaining cocoa-nuts had become during the

six months either much greater or much Ic.s.s

than it was when he made his bargain ;
and in

this way commercial transactions that extended

over any lengthened period of time were liable

to great uncertainty owing to the fluctuations

in value of the substance used as money.

Inconvenience, similar in character, though

not so great in degree, was now felt to attend

the steady vise m the value of gold and silver

in Isle Pleasant. If a man made an agreement

to pay a certain sum of money, say io/. a-ycar,

for ten years as the rent of a house that had

been built by one of his neighbours, it was

quite certain that, owing to the gradual rise

in value of gold, ID'S rent would in reality in-

crease each year ;
till at the end of the ten

years the same amount of money would per-

haps represent twice as much value in goods
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and labour as it did when the bargain was

struck. In this way all bargains that extended

over a period of months or years had some-

thing of a very speculative or even gambling

character. People felt pretty .sure prices and

wages would go on declining, but they could

not be; certain how rapid the decline would be,

nor how far it would go. A temporary check

to production caused by some unforeseen mis-

fortune might for a time prevent prices falling

at all
; or, on the other hand, .some industrial

discovery might give a fresh and unforeseen

impetus to production, and the decline might

be much greater and more rapid than could

have been anticipated. It might be said that

no real harm is done by the introduction of

this uncertainty into the terms of all bargains ;

for whatever is lost by one party to the bargain

is gained by the other. If John Smith pro-

mises to pay 20/. to Robert Williams at the

end of twelve months, and if this 20/. is worth

10 per cent, more at the end of the year than

cither of them expected it would be when

the bargain was made, John Smith is 10 per
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cent, poorer lhan he expected to be by his

bargain; but Robert Williams is 10 per cciu.

richer, and therefore it may be said that on

the whole no harm is clone. It must however

lie reme inhered that when a bargain is made,

both parties to it expect to gain by the trans-

action
;

if they did not they would have no

motive for entering into the agreement. They

not only both expect to gain, but if this

expectation on cither of their parts is dis-

appointed, a blow is struck at the trade and

prosperity of the community. The 10 per

cent, lost by John Smith will probably Luke

away all his profit or even convert it into a loss:

it will be no consolation to him to know that

Robert Williams has made 10 per cent, more

profit than he expected. The burnt child

dreads the fire; and after suffering this unex-

pected loss John Smith will be very timid in

entering into bargains in future
;
and Jiis loss

will also produce a similar timidity in others;

and as bargaining is a game which two must

play at, a blow will thus be struck at the de-

velopment of trade.
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The disadvantage of the continual and rapiil

ii.se in value of j^olc! and silver in J.slc Pleasant,

at length induced the inhabitants to use various

substitutes for money which had an effect similar

to that which would have been produced if

additions had been made to the amount of coin

in circulation : these substitutes for money
tended to check the fall in prices and wages,

and thus to make the valuo of money more

uniform. The plan generally adopted was that

of giving (when a purchase was made) a writlcii

promise to pay in money at the end of a cer-

tain time, instead of making the payment in

cash at once. It may seem curious that these

written promises to pay in gold and silver at the

end of a short time could have had any cltcct

as substitutes for money ;
since it may be

thought that the payment in money was only

temporarily deferred
; but as a matter of fact

tiicsc written promises to pay often had the

effect of preventing the use of money in effect-

ing exchanges altogether, and commodities in

lliis way were exchanged for commodities with-

out the transfer either of gold or silver, just as
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old clays of barter. For exam^M^
buy of Cox, a plantain cloth weaver

worth of doth, and would give him a written""
l P fly him five

^vercig-ns at the end

a|
.

e

a complete suit of clothes
and each of his four children

;
for

service Cox ,ives her a

,,,Now ,f Mr. and Mrs. Collins cancel Cox's debl
them, Cox agrees to cancel Colling debt toh

I

"n " t"= cloth and the su,ts of clotaci!
dwnge for one another without the transfer of-7 money on either side, just as they wu,avedn e , the time when al,

exchanges wfade by barter. It sometimes happened of
course that two people were Indebt dt 'ajo er but llot for

exactly the same .^15 C X y have promised to pay the carnptifnf v / i M . i^y L'i*- t,di-
Pinter H., whlle the ^ .

raised to pay Cox rS r T ,i
'

2s will 1 ,

Intlllscasc
. the balance,

^wm
have to be paid in money by Cox to

carpenter; but nevertheless it mL be r-bered,that an amount or
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place amounting in nil lo I/. 18*. ami that it

1UIS been accomplished by the transfer of only

2s. in money, the rest of the exchange having

been effected by baiter. Sometimes it happened

that of Uu-ec or four people each was indebted,

and each had u debt owing Lo him of equal

value but not from the same person. Their

position will perhaps be made clear by the

accompanying figure. The arrows -> -show to

whom each of the four is indebted :

Ox

/.

Collins tt.

*<-
Carinlcr

Kach of these four men owes and is owed $/,

Cox owes Collins 5/.,
and is owed the same sum

by the captain, and so on all round. Now these

four men, by exchanging the written promises

to pay which they have respectively made, can

cancel all their debts without the exchange of
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one farthing; of coin. JMonn's worth has already

been exchanged between them, and each owes

and i owed an exactly similar amount;
;

if then

they agree to cancel cacli other's debts the ex-

change is effected virtually by barter, and the

only service which money gives to the trans-

action Is that which it affords as a " measure

of value." As a medium of exchange it is not

used at all.

The method just described of dispensing with

the uric of money by means of written promises

to pay which are exchanged for and cancel each

other, grew with the growing wealth and pros-

perity of Isle Pleasant
;
and thus an effectual

check was put upon the tendency of prices to

fall as a consequence of the increased number

of exchanges which were caused by the pro-

gress of industry and nmmifa.cUu'es. The more

active trade was, the greater was the number of

bills of exchange (or promises to pay) that were

used to make purchases. Thus a virtual ad-

dition was made to the currency at the very

time when it was most needed
;
and these

additions to the currency ceased to exist as
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soon as trade became .slack
;

that i.s, as .soon

as the nucd lliat hud called them forth ceased

to operate.

In Kngland an immense amount of trade is

earned on without the exchange of coin, by

means of the various forms of credit, which

arc all, hi one way or another, promises to

pay. In the London clearing-house, the place

where the cheques drawn on different banks are

daily exchanged for each other, as much as

2,000,ooo.ooo/. worth of cheques are exchanged

in the coui'sc of a single year, without the

transfer of one penny of money : that is to

say, that buying or selling to the amount of

2,000,ooo,000/. takes place in one year in Eng-

land by means of cheques alone, without the

transfer of any gold or silver coin whatever.

This substitute for money has the same effect

upon prices as if a large addition were made to

the money in circulation. In the same way

bills of exchange (which are promises to pay,

at a certain date, made by one merchant to

another); and bank-notes (which arc promises

to pay on demand made by the banker to the
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possessor of the
note), form virtual T

to the
currency ; and if they were withdrawn

or ceased to be used, one of two things would
happen : cither pricos woi]k, ^.^ ^ ^ ^
chtion of gold and silver would have to be made
to the

currency, equal in exchange power to the
forms of credit withdrawn from circulation

1 he changes introduced into Isle Pleasant
though the use of money and credit in carry-
ing on exchanges were very important. Divi-
s'on of labour prevailed much more com-
pletely than before. The

risk, in the days of
barter, of not being able to get immediatelythe things that you wanted in exchange for
the things you were willing to dispose of, was
so great that people did not like to be en-
tn-ely dependent for their supplies of food, for

'"stance, on the labour of others. Hence
nearly everyone, no matter what his or her
regular occupation was, devoted some time to
the cultivation of food, stuffs. But when the
use of money became general this was no
longer necessary; everybody soJd the pro-
duct of his or her indust]

.

y for mone^ an(j
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could then use this money to buy Lho products

of the labour of others. A nmn who had a

pair of oars to dispose of and who wanted a

coat, had no longer to search here and there

for a man who had a coat to give and who

wished to take the oars In exchange. Me

sold his oars to anyone who would buy them

for money, and with this money lie purchased

the coat from anyone who had one to dispose

of. As division of labour thus became more

and more complete, shops were opened, so that

everyone who wanted food, clothing, fishing-

tackle, or any other commodity that was made

by the inhabitants of the island, knew exactly

where to go to buy it. In this way there was

a great saving of lime and trouble, and thus

another addition was made to the industrial

well-being of Isle Pleasant. For among the

services which labour renders to production,

must not be forgotten that of bringing com-

modities to the places where they arc wanted,

and to places where people who want them

know where to find them. It is a great waste

if a man, whose labour can in one day produce
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commodities worth lOj'., us compelled to .spend

nil hour every day in seeking about for people

who will sell him what lie wants for his daily

food. The collection of different kinds of com-

modities in shops is a very real and consider-

able service to industry.

It may be imagined, then, how great a change

Captain Adam Found when he returned to Isle

Pleasant. He left the islanders trading with

each other under all the difficulties of the

system of barter
;

he came back and found

them buying and selling with money, using,

various forms of credit which acted as substi-

tutes for money, ami carrying on retail busi-

nesses in well-arranged shops. The changes
that took place in their industrial system after

Captain Adam's return will be described in the

next chapter.
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The Islanders' Experience of Foreign Trade.

The linii'fil nf firti'ijjii li.\iU' ilni't "l cmisiMl in c.itiiin[; fin in-

crca-mij; quantity nf i;nM mul silver I" 1>C u.-iil (n lliu cv

liiiiiii]}- oiimiry, 1ml in aiaMinj; cadi cmuilry In hii"|ly iis

wanld at a rviiucinl i:u-l liy yivjiij; ft llio uiipnidiiiity uf

ap|i])'in;; .1
!iti/;i'i- J;i-!inu (if IN l:lbnur JMirl c;il)il/ll In llifst:

imhiMiu-s In wliiL-li it luialhi: #rnili"*l tvilviuitat;i: "\'cr nlln.-r

nalluiis, or at any mu- to llm-c imliiiiriis in which its tli-:-

nilviuil;l[;i: S^ the aiinllr-.l Ktircijjn tiailu :iu tsk-ilMuii of

ttic iivinuinlc of iliviium til" Jabuur.

C.M'TAIN ADAM'S return in a .slji]? of his own

iimuncd hy ;i cix-w of Jui^lish sailors, and

I;uton with mjicliinciy and mechanics, was hailed

with great joy by everyone in the island.

The ship was a special attraction to every boy

in Isle I'lcnsiiiif;, aiu! the sailors soon became

geucm! favourites. There were a clo/cn la.ds

who anxiously looked forward to tlie first out-

ward-bound journey of the Carrier Pigeon, as

the ship was called, for each had a hope that
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lie would bo wanted to make one of the crew.

It was not many weeks after Captain Adam's

return that the Carrier Pigeon set sail for Sau

Francisco laden with some of the produce of

nearly every industry on (lie island. These

were plantains and plantain flour, cloth, plan-

tain wine, many articles of clothing, some very

fine specimens of cabinet work sent from the

carpenter's shop, and many other things, too

nnme rows to be set down here. Before sail-

ing, the man who had been appointed captain

of the Carrier Pigeon went lo see eacli one of

the men aiul women who hud contributed some-

thing to the cargo, to know what they wished

to have brought hack in exchange for the

things they had sent. He went first to the

carpenter, who had reckoned that the things

he had sent would fetch 20/. in San Francisco.

"Your things are worth fully 2O/.," said the

sailor; "what shall I bring you back ?" "Why,

bring me so/.," said the carpenter, "or as much

more as yon can get I will give you a shilling

out of every pound you bring me home." " All

right," replied the sailor, and the bargain was
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struck, Kveryone made ;i similar arrangement ;

for it was thought that when the ship returned

and all those who had sent goods received a

sum of money, they would be able to buy of

their neighbours anything they wished for, and

that this would be much better than spending

the price of the goods in San Francisco. "We
can make tilings for ourselves," they said

;
"so

what's the good of buying them of the Yankees?"

So the Carrier Pigeon set sail, hulen wilh

agricultural produce and manufactured articles,

that, speaking roughly, had cost every man,

woman, and child on Isle Pleasant a month's

labour. Kveryonc line! .sent something, and

everyone anxiously waited Tor l!)c ivturti of

the ship that would bring; with it so much

extra wealth and enjoyment (it was thought)

to the whole island. If children asked their

parents for a. treat, the answer was, "Wait

till the ship comes home." The Collinses

wanted to add another room to their house,

but they said they would wait till the ship

came home, as they would then have money

to buy the best materials and hire the moat

G
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skilled labour. At last the Carrier J^igcoh

came in si^ht ;
a act a few hours more brought

it into the little natural harbour on the soull

side of the island. The capVain was soon or

shore. There was no car^o to unload, ant

therefore there was no delay. A sheet o

paper, on which was written down the .sun

realized by the .sale of the ^oods and UK

amount due to each person, and a heavy cash

box, were all that it was necessary to brinj

ashore. To the great joy of the islanders, lltci

j^oods had sold for nearly double what they hat

expected. "Gold pieces are as thick as black

berries in San Francisco," said the captain

When the list was read out and the cash-bo:

opened, everyone received a good round suti

of money. The carpenter had 40/., Mr. ain

Mrs. Collins 3?/., the best weaver 20/. Kvcry

body had something, and even the little child re

received half-crowns and shillings for toys the

had made and sent away to San Francisco t

i T ,

be sold.

After the first rejoicings at the return of th

ship were over, everyone began to think whn
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use he could mala: of hi.i iieu-ly-gained wealth.

One old man, who had waited till llic ship came

home before: he supplied himself with a new

jersey thai lie very much needed, cjunc up to

Mrs. Collins with money in his liand to buy

one. "I'm very sftrry, I'm .sure," .she .said,

" that 1 can't supply you. I sent away half-,

a-do/.en, that would have fitted you cx.iclly,

in the (,'uri'icr VV;,'vvv/, and since that I've

been busy nuking new .suits for my husband

nncl children, and .so I haven't: gvl ,'iuy jer.scys

for sale at present."
"
Perhaps you'll be having

sonic in ;L week or KO," said the old man.
"
Well, I can't say, I'm sure," .said she; "they

say the Carrier /'iifcon is to sail again in three

\vccks, ant! 1 w.'tnt to malcc up a good parcel

of things to send in it, for we get such good

prices over there." "Well," he .said,
"

if it's the

price you're thinking of, I will give you as

much for a jersey as it would sell for in San

Francisco." "That's 3O.v.," she said. Now that

was just double what the old man had paid for

his last jersey ;
but he had a great deal more

money now than he had then, and he wanted

G 2
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the jersey very badly, so rather th;\n go without

it lie promised Mrs. Collins the 30.?., and she

agreed to let him have the Jersey m \\ week.

He went away feeling that he had been very

unfortunate, and that lie wasn't so much better

off as he expected to be in consequence of his

pocketful of silver.

The Collinses, now they had received the

37/., and were also receiving higher prices in

the island itself for every thing they could

make, began lo think they should do well

to buy the materials they wanted for the addi-

tion to their house. Collins went to the car-

penter to hear if he could come and work foi

them, and to see if he could buy plan,Us, doors

and other woodwork. lie found the carpenlci

hard at work on a beautiful carved side-board

on which he was working, as ho said, "almos 1

night and day." "Who is it for ?" .said Collins

''

Why, for the Carrier J'igwn, to be sure," re

plied the carpenter; "she's the best customc

I've got." When Collins explained what In

wanted, the carpenter shook his head. "
I in

possible," he said
;

"
I can't do it

;
it's as niuci



at work on it ever since lliu .ship left for the

first lime, five weeks to-day; I .shall he lucky fj

if I finish it in another three; but it'll bring

me ;i hundred guineas if it brings me a penny."

"A hundred tfiiim.vts," tf.-is-pctl Collins, "for eight

weeks' work I Why, leaving out tlie Sniulays,

that's more than a guinea a day."
"
Right you

;irc,"s;iiil UK: carpenter, duicklitttf ;
"iul tJial's

whal I shall want to earn now, whatever I work

at and whoever I work for." Poor Collins went

away, and said to his wife, "We must do with-

out that -new room the carpenter won't worlc

now under a guinea, a clay; he says lie can make

that by sending things to San Francisco, and

that he won't work for loss." Mrs. Coll/ns was

very angry. She had been out to buy cloth and

various things that she wanted for the making

of the clothes she intended to send away

in (he ship. She had found everything either

about twice the price that it had been before

the return of the ship, or that it was not to



also. Many of the people who had been cul-

tivators of a kind of plantain that was eaten

raw, and winch was a very favourite food in

the island, hnd given up selling the fresh fruit;

they were now busy in making it into a rich

preserve which they intended to send away in

the Carrier Pigeon; so of course those that

were sold raw were much clearer: first, be-

cause their owners would have sent them all

away if they did not receive a higher price nt

home Uum formerly prevailed ; secondly, be-

cause those who wished to buy them had now

more money in their possession in consequence

of the gold brought back in the ship, und

therefore they had it in their power to give the

increased price demanded.

Although everyone worked away with great

energy to provide a second cargo for the

Carrier Pigeon, the delight that had been

caused by the return of the ship had now quite
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died away. Nobody understood how it was,

but everyone knew that, although he li;ul more

money than before, he was not so well off. The

money had tost a j^reat part of its purchasing

power; it was more difficult than formerly to

obtain supplies of the necessaries and com-

forts of life. It is not difficult for UK to .sec

how this happened ; they had .sent away the

things that really support life and add to its

enjoyments ; they had parted with the food

and clollitng that a monlh'.s labour from the

whole population had been able to produce.

And what had they received in return? That

which would feed no hungry mouths, and cover

no bare backs. The gold that was brought to

them would have tended to produce n rise in

prices even if it had been a free gift and if no

commodities had been sent away in exchange

for it. "Hut now that the available supply of

commodities for home consumption was reduced

whilst the supply of money was increased, of

course money became relatively less valuable;

and when money and commodities were ex-

changedor in other words, when purchases
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were made-more money had to be g,
the same commodities than heretofore
The fact that in

sending their manufacture,
and "the kindly fruit.s of the earth

"
to a forei

country and
receiving in return certain piecesof metal stamped in a particular way, they were

Parting with the things that constitute real
wealth and

prosperity without
receiving any

adequate return, at length became painfully
evident to all the inhabitants of Isle Pleasant
Il.e more food and

clothing that was sent to
San l-ranaseo, the less remained to be enjoyed
by 'he Wonder.! at the .same time the
teady flow of gold and silver into the island

together with a
falling off in the domestic

trade, caused a very great rise both in pricesand wages,

At last the captain of the Carrier J> ffcm
solved the

difficulty that had arisen out of
the manner in wh ic i, the forcign ^^ Q(

. ^
Pleasant was carried on. It had always beena matter of great regret to him that the Carrier/* should make her return journey without

cargo, It was
wasting all that a voyage

'



cost to bring lior homo i:niply. Now lie ob-

served that at first when lie began his voyages,

nearly eveo'thing sold for much more money
in San Francisco ilian in Isle Pleasant; yet

even at first there were some things, such as

boots, that were much cheaper in San Fran-

ci'.sco tlian in Isle Pleasant Then as prices

and wages rapidly advanced on the island, the

prices of I he exports she .sent to San Francisco

declined tliei'e
;
so it soon happened that there

was m>t more difference in the cost, for in-

stance, of plantain flour in San I'VancJ.sco and

Isle 1'leasant than was sufficient to provide a

remuneration for the labour and risk of bring-

ing it from one place to the oiher. When ibis

point was reached of approximate equality in

prices between the two places, the trade, as long

as it con.si.sted entirely of exports from Isle

Pleasant paid for in money hy San Francisco,

began to fall off. For if they could get as

much money by selling their goods at home,

the islanders had no inducement to send them

abroad. Now, however, the captain resolved

that the Carritr Pigeon should make her return
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journey empty no longer. The next time IK

was in San Francisco he laid out all the mono)

he had earned as commissions on his formci

voyages in commodities which cither could no

be produced at all in the island, or could onl;

be produced by much more labour there thai

at San Francisco. Among the former article

were wines, brandy, various useful medicine*

books, and cutlery ; among the latter wer

boots and all leather goods, wool, tallow, hide;

and cloth. Getting a large cargo of tlic.se thing

on board the Currier Pigeon, ho set sail for th

island. When he arrived he was pleased t

find that his cargo of goods commanded a road

sale
;
the islanders were very pleased with th

San Franciscan things.
" Look at these boots

said one; "I bought them for i<Sx I coukln

have got them here under 30,*.'.,
and they'd IK

have been near such good ones." Mrs. Collii

was delighted with the cloth
;
she could bu

for 3j. a yard cloth much superior to that whit

was made in the island and sold there for ^s, 6

The result of the general satisfaction was th,

the captain was commissioned not to bring bat
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money after !iis next voyage to the owners of

the ^oods exported to California, IntL to spend

the price of Liu: goods in tilings that could

be produced at a, greater advantage there than

on the inland. As this system of trade became

general, little or no money passed between the

Wand and San Francisco
;

the exports bem^
made to pay fur the imports without the transfer

of coin from one country to another. It will

bo .seen licit both San J'Yuneisco and Isle

1'lea.sanl u-ere benefited by trade carried on in

tliis manner, for llie island now shared in those:

commodities wliich San I'Yancisco luul a special

advantage in producing, whilst San Francisco

enjoyed a similar benefit in sharing those articles

for the production of which the island was spe-

cially well adapted. Thus in the old days before

any foreign trade was established, it took an

Ulander the labour of eight days to produce

a very rough and clumsy pair of boots; now

by ffcllinjf them in San Francisco, he could

obtain them by sending there as much plantain

flour as coat him four < Jays' labour. Measured

in the labour necessary to obtain them, the
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boots, therefore, only cost him half as much as

before. Iv\ the same way the S;m Franciscans

could obtain plantain preserves, cocoa-nuls, and

palm oil from the island at the sacrifice oi

half the labour, compared with that which the

things would have cost to produce in lhcii

own country.

]n this way it was proved to the islander.'

that foreign trade, to be permanent and bene-

ficial, must be in the nature of ;m cxchaugt

of commodities for commodities. If one conntr)

sends commodities and is paid entirely ii

money, it parts with its real wealth withoir

receiving any substantial advantage ;
and i

this kind of trade is carried on for any Icngtl

of time, prices go up in the exporting country

and go down in the importing country, till a

last prices in each country are made equal

and in this case the motive for trade cariict

on in this way ceases to exist. For when tlv

islanders could obtain no more money for the!

goods in San Francisco than at home, the;

naturally preferred to sell them at home rathe

than to run the risk and to bear the delay c
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i, ill on one side, and therefore ,1 has no per-

m or Ability ;
for the country

_wh,ch

reaps no real advantage naturally gets ured of

tt trade from whlcl. it derives no benefit, and

aftor a while such a trad, i, certain to cease

But when two countries exchange w,th each

other the commodities winch each has some

comparative facility for producing,
each country

is permanently
benefited, and therefore such.

trade will be lasting and stable in ,ts character

It a first condition of any kind of permanent

tradc that each party
to it shall be reaUy bene-

fited by the transaction; otherwise the
_o

.who

is ../benefited will withdraw from the Uad,

which would consequently
come to an end We

e seen, then, that foreign trade, although

5La out of it may be measured in money,

^reaHtybeaneKchan^ofcornmo,,,
for commodities. But we have scarcely yet m

what commodities?"
It wnl perhaps



u r lo ,vn,ci, tlle commodities are sent For
"stance, Isle Peasant has a great ^
over San Francisco in the production of pi
tarns. Plantains can be grown on the island with
one-fourth the labour that it would be neees
sary to employ to grow them in San Francisco
whereas boots can be produced at one-half the
labour m San Francisco that it would be neces-
sary to give to produce them in Isle Pleasant.
Therefore a profitable trade to both countries
can be established if San Francisco sends boots
to Isle Pleasant, and receives plantains in return
Th,s ,s very true, but it does not always happenthat one

country has an absolute
advantageover the other in any one particular braneh of

."d-try. Sometimes, owing to the greater /er-
t'l. y of the so,! and other natural

advantagessuch as
geographical position and the skill and'

'"dustry of the
population, one

country h
facility than the other with Whlhi

.

producing every kind of commodity
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another. Yet between two such countries a

trade advantageous to each may be carried on.

We will suppose that IsU: 1'leasant loses its

special advantage in producing plantains, and

when this advantage is lost, that San Francisco

can produce all commodities at a smaller sacri-

fice of labour and capital than it takes to pro-

duct.' them in the island. It may be thought

lhat m this ca.se ihe San Franciycan.'i would no

loDLfer wish to supply any of lliciY wiuits from

the products of the island, .since they /lave

themselves an advantage over the islanders in

every brancli of industry. Tin's, however, will

not lie the case. Although the San Franciscans

have the advantage in every kind of industry,

their advantage is less in some industries than

in others
;

and if their advantage over the

islanders is less, for instance, in the production

of matting than in the production of leather

goods, a trade might be set up which would

be permanently advantageous to each country



labour and capital that is necessary to its

production on the island ;
but that matting

can he made on the island at only a slightly

greater sacrifice of labour and capital (say onc-

tenlh move) than at Sun Francisco. Then, if

there is no trade between I lie- l\vo countries,

it follows that these commodities exchange for

each olhcr at different rates of value in the

lwo countries. Leather being so very difficult

to produce in the isljind, exchanges there at a

vevy high value compared with matting ; a pair

of boots, we will say, would exchange in the

island for forty yards of matting. Hut at San

Francisco, although botli matting and leather

can be produced with less capital and labour

than on the island, the San Franciscans have a

much greater 'advantage over the blunders in

the production of leather than in the production

of matting; the comparative value of the two

commodities is therefore very different ut San



trade in these two articles might he set up
between the two countries, and would be very

advantageous to both, We will suppose that

the islanders send their matting to Snn Fran-

cisco, and that in the first instance they obtain

for it the full value of matting, measured in

boots, that prevails in that country. Tin's, as

we have seen, is at the rate of five yards of

matting for one pair of boots, or eight times

as high a value as the matting obtains in the

island. lUtt if the trade is conducted in this

way, San* Francisco docs not obtain any advan-

tage from it; she docs not get her matting

any cheaper than she did before, and she will

have no inducement unless she gains something

oj) the transaction beyond what she previously

obtained to send away her leather goods to a

foreign country. The islanders, therefor*?, will

find that if they arc to obtain a market in San

Francisco for all the malting they arc willing

II
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to send there, they must consent to n rechictioi

in its exchange value. Instead of getting cigh

pairs of boots for their forty yards of malting

they will perhaps eventually have to conscni

to take only four
;
and at this rate of exchange

we may imagine that a permanent trade is sci

up between the two countries. If this is tlu

case, the island abandons altogether the pro-

duction of an article (boots) m which hcv in^

dust rial disadvantages are the greatest, anc

devotes a larger portion of her labour anc

capital to the production of the commodity

(matting) in which her industrial disadvantages

arc the least. In the same way, San Franciscc

gives up a trade in which her superiority i.<

small to devote herself to one in which it if

great; and by this means the industrial effici-

ency of each country is brought to its highcsl

possible perfection. The advantage to cacV

country is very apparent; the islanders nou

obtain boots at one-fourth of the labour and

trouble which it was formerly necessary to give

for them. The San Franciscans, before tlu
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trade with the island was established, gave a

pair of boots for five yards of matting; a pair

of boots, after the trade is set up, exchanges

for ten yards of matting, so they now obtain

their matting in exchange for one-half of the

labour and trouble that they had formerly to

give for it.

The whole socrct of the advantage of foreign

trade is, that it enables each country to apply

its labour and capital as far as possible to

those industries in which its advantages are

the greatest, or in which its disadvantages arc

the least. Considered in this way, free trade

between nations is an extension of the prin-

ciple of division of labour. It sets nations

free to do those things which they can do

best; just as division of labour sets individual

men and women free to do that kind of work

which they can do best. England can obtain

wine, tea, silk, and many other foreign pro-

ducts, at a much less sacrifice on her own

part, by producing iron and manufactured

cotton goods, than she would have to give if
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he attempted to produce these
foreign'- ij- a, everyone-own g can best obtain the necessariesnd comforts of life by applying himself tohe one particular occupation in wilich ho cando hu best : he

exchanges the result of his
labour for the result of the labour of other
People, and by this. means a person of quite
o'dmary capacity obtains a degree- of comfort"d luxury which no man< ,lowcra.^
however mdustriou, he might be, eould furnish
mself w,th if he relied

solely on what he

Tbour

' Pr dUCe
CHreCtIy With h ''S

In the example just given of the exchangeof boots and
matting between Isle Pleasant

-"el San
Francisco, it was shown that both

Places gamed by the establishment of the tradeThe .slanders got their boots at
one-fourth, and

the San Franciscans Uje|r ^^ ^ ^^
of the previous cost. But it must not be sup-
posed that this benefit was obtained quite free
of all

counterbalancing disadvantages. The
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gva'/.icvs and tanners on the island had a great

deal to say against the use of San Franciscan,

leather ; the matting manufacturers at San

Francisco felt themselves very hardly treated

when they \vevc driven out of the market by
the matting-makers from Isle Pleasant. Both

these sets of people suffered a real loss ui their

businesses by the establishment of the trade

between the two countries. They had gra-

dually to transfer their labour and capital to

olhcr occupations, and this could not be done

without considerable loss. It must, however,

be remembered, that tins loss could by no pos-

sibility be avoided except by inflicting a much

more than corresponding loss on all the pur-

chasers of boots on the island, and on all the

purchasers of matting at San Francisco. If

the San Franciscan boots had been excluded

from the island, the graziers and tanners would

have been saved a certain amount of loss,

anxiety, and annoyance ; but, on the other

hand, every man, woman, and child would have

had to give four times as much for shoe-leather
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as was necessary ; or, in other wordy, a heavy

poll-tax would have been imposed in order to

please a small section of the inhabitants, and

to enable them lo confine a certain portion of

the capital and labour of the island to an

industry in which they were less produc-

tive of wealth than they \vov\kl be if they

were applied to the manufacture of matting.

In the same way, the matting manufacturers

of San Francisco could only have been saved

the loss consequent on the introduction of the

matting- from Isle Pleasant by a similar process

of distributing a much heavier loss over all the

consumers of matting at San Francisco. It

should also be remembered, that the loss in-

flicted on special classes of manufacturers b>

foreign competition is for the most part onl>

temporary. It drives capital and labour to the

industries in which they are most productive

and eventually by this means the very mci

who at first were most injured by foreign com

petition arc frequently among the chief gainer:

by it. Whereas the loss inflicted by shutting
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out foreign competition is permanent ;
it locks

up capital and labour in industries where they
are comparatively unproductive, and thus de-

tracts from the industrial efficiency of the

nation. One sometimes hears the expression,

when a person is doing work for which he is

obviously unfitted,
"

It is like putting a race-

horse to plough." The exclusion of foreign

competition, or the "
protection of native in-

dustry," as it is called, generally means a pro-

cess very like setting a race-horse to plough.

The poor creature cannot plough as well as

a bullock; but the bullock is a foreigner, so

we will have none of his ploughing, and we

will put a heavy tax on all land ploughed by

bullocks, in order that the race-horse may
always continue to do the work for which he

is so ill suited.

The islanders had come face to face with

the question of "protection to native industry"

when the plantain groves were discovered. The

free-traders, then, had carried the day ;
and

now that the question was raised again by the
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graziers and tanners in respect of the San Fran-

ciscan leather, the free-traders were equally

successful ;
the islanders resolutely determined

to maintain the trade, and when the choice

was presented to them between a temporary

loss on a few among their number, and a per-

manent loss on the whole of the inhabitants

of the island, they had little difficulty in select-

ing the former as the less of two evils,

THE END.
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